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Predictions and Provocations
RichardWendoif

H

ow will the mission and operation of rare book and manuscript libraries
change during the next twenty-five to fifty years? How will developments
in scholarship in the humanities and social sciences, in technology, information
storage, academic publishing, funding sources, collecting, and the marketplace
affect the purpose and use of these institutions? How must our collections respond
to changing (or more encompassing) definitions of the cultural artifacts we wish to
collect and to which we wish to provide access? How (and where?) will the next
two or three generations oflibrary directors and curators be trained and nurtured?
If we were to build new libraries today, would we choose fundamentally different
models from those that have developed during the past century? Will academic
and independent libraries develop roughly along the same lines-as
they have
during the past several decades-or are there factors that will force them to diverge?
These were among the questions that I posed beforehand to the speakers who
participated in the symposium on "Rare Book and Manuscript Libraries in the
Twenty-First Century" held at Harvard University on 11-12 September 1992. In
the following observations and queries I pursued a few of these concerns in order
to stimulate thought-and
possible disagreement-among
those who spoke at the
symposium. I have written, of course, from my own personal and institutional
perspective, hoping that additional questions will be raised by colleagues who see
the present (and the future) in quite different ways.

Changing Patternsin Teaching,Research,and Scholarship
During the past twenty years, deep and decisive changes have affected the ways in
which research is carried out and scholarship is organized and disseminated. These
changes have been recounted too often to bear repeating here, but at least a few
brief observations are relevant to our subject.
Not all disciplines have been affected equally, but there has been a tendency for
research and teaching to be carried out in a much fuller interdisciplinary or
multidisciplinary manner. We are now expected to be able to adapt conceptual
frameworks and data from a variety of fields. This multidisciplinary impulse has,
on the one hand, created new, broadly conceptualized fields (and academic departments): women's studies, African-American studies, cultural studies, critical theory,
sexual and gender studies, post-colonial studies. The same impulse, on the other
hand, has simultaneously led to the creation of smaller but vigorous subspecialtiesthe history of the book; inter-relations between literature and the visual artsthat are central to the scholarly life of rare book and manuscript libraries.
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These libraries have traditionally been oriented toward books, texts, and authors.
We now live in an age in which all three of these constructs have been assailed in
ways that doubt or test their integrity, usefulness, or existence. The academic departments with which we have had our closest bonds-history
and English, in
particular-have,
in redefining themselves campus by campus, frequently refined
their ties with our libraries out of existence. In spite of what we hear about a renewed interest in "the archive" or a "new" historicism, many of us find that students (and even senior scholars) come to us with an increasingly apparent lack of
training in research methods and tools.
How, then, do we adapt to the swirling changes around us, and-for
that matter-how
permanent are these changes themselves? How will the emergence of
new subjectfields (I think of Black and women's studies especially) and newly conceptualizedfields (cultural studies, history of the book) affect our collecting, education, teaching, publishing, cataloging, and exhibition programs?

Collectingand the Marketplace

' Brief Lives, ed. Andrew Clark
(Oxford, 1898), 1:18; see my
discussion in The Elements of

Life: Biographyand PortraitPainting in Stuart and Georgian
England (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1990), pp. !08-23.

An acquisitions program is driven by demand and supply. Fundamental changes in
scholarship may stimulate more careful collecting in certain areas or in certain ways,
but all programs must accommodate themselves to the marketplace. In traditional
areas of collecting we must ask both "what is left?" and "what is its integrity?" In
newer fields we must ensure that competition for special collections is balanced by
cooperation.
Given these changes, one constant seems to survive, which is the sense scholars,
librarians, and collectors alike have shared through the centuries that the very culture in which they live-and
to which they contribute-will
itself disappear before it can be preserved and documented. I think of our current concern about the
effect of AIDS on the artistic and performing arts communities. But I also think of
how, in the seventeenth century, the peripatetic John Aubrey, author of the engaging and often penetrating Brief Lives, finally decided to bestow his own collection of curiosities on the newly founded Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, trusting
that there, at least, his treasures would be secure (he was soon to be disabused of
this belief). In his grandfather's day, he wrote, "the Manuscripts flew about like
Butter-flies"; in his own day, however, the disappearance of an entire world of
valuable objects could only be compared to the gradual dimming oflight at day's
end: "after sun-sett-at
which time, clear; by and by, comes the crepusculum;then,
to tall darken es." 1
The market has changed a good deal in the last few decades. Libraries used to
compete with one another, or with private collectors. In today's market, however,
most libraries (there are a handful of exceptions) cannot acquire materials as they
did only twenty-five years ago, and they now face increased competition from
book and manuscript dealers (in search of stock) as well as corporate collectors.

Technology
We must also face the need to change our definitions of books and manuscripts in
order to reflect changes in their production-and
even in their form. The question we are already having to ask ourselves is not simply "what do we collect?" but
also "at what stage or stages do we collect it?"
For example: the Houghton Library recently commissioned a calligrapher to create a new typeface in honor of a retiring curator; the font was to be digitized so that
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we could use it-in
lieu of the calligrapher's normal work-on
announcements,
labels, and invitations. The creative process at work here has left a fascinating and
document-strewn
trail, but it is no more diverse than the "product" itself, which
is variously a printed alphabet, a software package, and all of the texts ever generated in this font.
The production of manuscripts and books intersects so often with the history of
technology that we should be ready-at
least intellectually-for
the swift technological changes that are buffeting us today; but coping with the practical problems of storing, preserving, and cataloging the products of new technologies is a
complicated and expensive task.
The emergence of new technologies has been treated by many in the rare book
world as a life-threatening virus, but I would suggest that the threat lies less in the
technology itself-which
can (and should) be harnessed for our own purposesthan in the facile assumptions and conclusions about the power of technology that
some of our colleagues appear to harbor.
Let me offer another example. Within the twenty-five- or fifty-year period we
are contemplating, librarians and publishers will be able to offer the scholarly world
access, in electronic, digitized form, not simply to comprehensive bibliographical
databases-which
are being constructed today-but
to a dizzying number of
printed texts contained within these databases: every book printed before 1800 in
a Western language, let's say. This process has already begun, and one can point to
parallel movements in the digitization of prints, drawings, paintings, maps, and
manuscripts. But let's confine ourselves to books, and assume that, despite the institutional, commercial, and bibliographical squabbles that will surely take place
(whichprinting or edition? every translation? every tract and sermon?), the eventual
success of such a project is inevitable.
What, then, is the cumulative impact of such a state of affairs? How will such a
textbase change the way we, as scholars, conduct our searches, decide what to read,
decide how and where we read, take notes, collate copies, compare editions, buy
and store our "texts," and eventually produce our own essays and books, about
which other scholars will have to make these same-or
similar-decisions?
What kind of effect will the availability of these data- and textbases have on the
market? On preservation and teaching? Will we lose our readers to microtext and
computer centers? Will our reading rooms, which are now happily filled with new
historicists, serve only bibliographers and textual editors? Or will manuscripts and
other unique materials eventually become of even greater importance (and value)?
Or will these materials also be preserved and disseminated in similar ways? And if,
eventually, virtually everythingin a particular field is available online, what shall we
ask our students to read? How will scholarly standards change? What is "research"
on eighteenth-century
France, for instance, when all of the texts, documents, and
manuscripts are in a machine?
I also wonder how these developments will influence the decisions curators
make about their own collections. Does one purchase a missing book, or invest in
software that will instantly generate hundreds of missing books in electronic, printable form? The trade-off for smaller institutions will be especially telling, I imagine, but will any library want to be "incomplete"? Libraries such as the ones we use
and inhabit have been created for a number of reasons, but surely the common
thread lies in an enormously powerful instinct-the
instinct we share with
Aubrey-to
preserve as much of the past as is possible. How, then, do we respond
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to a technological revolution that promises to do so much of this for us "in another
form"? Will it be enough to argue that the original form has secrets of its own?

Personnel
Who will make these-and
other-decisions
twenty-five years from now? The
career paths that lead to positions of responsibility in rare book and manuscript libraries are numerous and diverse, and any gathering oflibrarians reveals a fascinating mixture of backgrounds and interests. But library schools are closing with
foreboding frequency, the number of dealers' shops has been decreasing for some
time, and few libraries can afford to sponsor programs for interns. Bad news, of
course, sometimes produces good news: the still-depleted market for professorial
positions in the humanities will continue to re-route talented people into library
work, but the library world into which they step may also offer fewer and fewer
opportunities. Part of this pattern can already be seen in the decision of some university libraries to streamline their special collections departments, exhibition
spaces, and curatorial positions.

Sourceseffunding
There are three dominant threads in the establishment of major rare book and
manuscript libraries, which emerged 1) as part of academic foundations, 2) as a
common repository for collections presented "to the nation" (state, or city), or 3)
as private collections and residences converted for public use. Most libraries today
rely upon all of these funding sources-institutional
support, federal grants, and
private donations-as
well as corporate and foundation sponsorship.
What kinds of new resources are likely to emerge in the next few decades? Will
the absolute weight of common challenges-in
collecting, cataloging, and preservation-finally
produce intelligent resource sharing? Can the tax laws be revised
to stimulate even more generous giving by individuals and corporations? Just as
important, can the tax laws in this country be changed so that contemporary writers, artists, and performers will once again be able to donate their life's work to the
institution of their choice?
Most of our libraries also face everyday conflicts or-at the very least-ambiguities as we simultaneously reach out in significant ways to a new, broader public
and new, sometimes faceless funding sources while cherishing and nurturing our
friendship with private donors. We are, relatively speaking, highly social institutions, and therefore often at odds with the economic and cultural realities that surround us. Will champagne, black tie, and chamber music continue to have a proper
role to play, and will our colleagues and our public understand that role?
Architecture
Everyone who assumes responsibility for special collections must confront the
problems of the macro- and micro-environments in which these materials are
housed. Many of us must at the same time assume responsibility for maintaining
large, aging, expensive buildings, often of significant historical integrity, whose
architectural preservation may be at odds with our other priorities. We cannot
maintain our premises at the expense of our collections, and yet visible "deferred
maintenance" of our buildings may suggest that we treat our collections in precisely the same way, thereby diminishing our ability to attract new materials and
preserve those we already have.
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The material fabric of our libraries also mirrors the social fabric in which we
exist, or at least the historical context from which we have evolved. The architectural history of rare book libraries makes a fascinating anthropological subject in
itself The very buildings have tended to reflect the treasures they house: there are
few of them, they are usually rather imposing, and they are always expensive. My
colleague Hugh Amory has remarked that "rare-book libraries come in three varieties: the familiar temple, a form they share with public libraries; the corporate
headquarters, specimens of which may be seen in the Beinecke Library or the
Humanities Research Center in Austin; and the private house, as in the Morgan or
the Huntington. At Harvard, Widener is the Parish Church, and Houghton is the
Manor House. The social implications of this are not lost on our readers. " 2
I have already asked you to consider a world in which technology can place
virtually "all of a subject" online. Let me, in closing, pose another question that
may stimulate thought about our common future. If, knowing what we now
"know" about the shape of things to come, we were asked to design a new rare
book and manuscript library ab ovo, and had adequate funds to carry out such a
project, how would we proceed? What have we learned in the past century that
we can put to use, and in what ways would we want to begin anew? Where would
we site the library of the future? To what other libraries or institutions might it be
attached? Should we build at the margins or at the center? Out of sight, or clearly
in the public eye? Both France and England are facing these challenges on an epic
scale, and with a good deal of "advice" from their "friends." Perhaps the utopian
reconceptualizations we erect as we look toward the future may actually be useful
to those of us who struggle, every day, with the buildings and operational systems
we have inherited.

An unpublished paper on the
Houghton Library delivered at
the University of Otago.
Dunedin, New Zealand, in
1990.

